
CalGIS 2014: 20th 
Annual California 

GIS Conference 

April 14-16, 2014
Embassy Suites Seaside 

Monterey, California

CalGIS is definitely the place to learn about the 
Best in California GIS. A comprehensive educational 

program (for beginners and advanced professionals), 
networking events and an exhibit hall are all 

featured at the conference. In 2014, the conference is 
celebrating its 20th milestone year!

Every year, the URISA Chapters in California and the 
California Geographic Information Association, come 

together to present the CalGIS Conference.

    Southern California Chapter of URISA  
    Northern California Chapter of URISA   

    Central California Chapter of URISA 
    BAAMA - Bay Area Automated Mapping Association 

    California Geographic Information Association   

Conference Program
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On behalf of the conference committee, I welcome you to the 20th annual CalGIS Conference. We appreciate your par-
ticipation and thank you for attending. This conference is a great opportunity to interact with your peers, to share your 
thoughts, and to learn. We have tried to prepare an outstanding program for you this year and we hope that you find 
the time here a rewarding experience. 

This has been a team effort by our CalGIS Committee, the California URISA Chapters, CGIA, and many volunteers and spon-
sors; they have put so much passion and dedication into making our conference a success. Truly, this conference could not 
happen without the efforts of many wonderful people. I would like to thank our volunteers and our conference managers.

For 20 years, CalGIS has been a place where the GIS users in California could come together and build a sense of com-
munity. Our field has undergone monumental change over the past two decades, but through that time, the value of 
coming together, reinforcing our knowledge, building friendships, and expanding the possibilities of our field has only 
grown. I encourage you to reach out this year and build connections with new people, attend a session that is outside 
your particular area of expertise, and share your unique knowledge with your fellow conference goers. 

We are thrilled to have four phenomenal featured speakers this 
year. We open our conference with Mike Migurski from Code 
for America followed by Dylan Lorimer from Google. We expect 
that they will challenge us and set a great tone for the confer-
ence. That being said, the closing session is something you just 
don’t want to miss. Our closing speakers are Eric Gundersen 
from Mapbox and Jack Dangermond from Esri. I strongly encour-
age you to see all of these great speakers and thank them for their 
willingness to be with us and share their knowledge and wisdom.

In this, our 20th year, the conference committee is marking the 
milestone with a few special events designed to help bring our 
attendees together and build a foundation for the future. 

• Monday is our workshop day and as always we have interest-
ing technical sessions, but this year we are also pleased to 
welcome the Monterey Bay Area Marine GIS User group who 
will put on a Marine GIS workshop. One of the strengths of 
the conference has always been the opportunity to invite a 
strong local participation as the conference moves around 
the state. 

• Monday evening we have a kick off dinner. This is a time for us 
to join together, make new friends and reconnect with others.

• Tuesday is our “symposium” day where we will all be to-
gether for the whole day. This is a bit different for us, but on 
the occasion of the 20th anniversary, it is worthwhile to take 
a day and look at the things that we have in common, which 
bring us together, and which affect us all.

Please take the time to visit and thank our sponsors for helping 
to support the CalGIS conference.  Some of our sponsors have 
been with us for years, and I think that we should note that our 
gold sponsor Esri has been with us since the beginning.

With that… I hope that you jump in and enjoy the conference. 
Celebrate the growth of GIS over the past 20 years, celebrate the 
opportunities for the future, and celebrate the great people with 
whom you work and grow each day.

Jeff Orton, Chair
CalGIS 2014

CalGIS 2014 Conference 
Committee
Conference Chair: Jeff Orton, Paramount Citrus, Delano, CA

Program Committee:
Steve Steinberg, GISP, SCCWRP, Costa Mesa, CA 
David Hansen, GISP, GIS Training Mutual, Sacramento, CA
Russell Mercer, Get Spatial, San Diego, CA

Exhibitor Committee:
Melisa Caric Lee, GISP, Compass Rose GIS, Oceanside, CA - 
Mary Cook-Hurley, Keystone Aerial Surveys  
Bud Rice, Quad Knopf, Bakersfield, CA

Social Committee
Ruthanne Harbison, GISP, City of Merced, Merced, CA
Gina Schmidt, Association of Monterey Bay Area 
Governments, Marina, CA
Amy Storey, NV5, San Diego, CA 

Outreach Committee
Phil Beilin, City of Walnut Creek, CA 

Marketing Committee
Tim Craig, Esri, San Diego, CA 
Christina Boggs, CA Department of Water Resources, 
Sacramento
David Jacobus, GISP, RBF, Irvine, CA

Floating “Committee”
Matt Goolsby, Atkins Global
Mike Martinez, Esri, Sacramento CA 
Kirt Emery, Kern County, CA
Jane Schafer-Kramer, California Department of Water 
Resources, Sacramento, CA
 
Pat Francis & Wendy Nelson, URISA, Des Plaines, IL - 
Conference Management

Welcome to CalGIS 2014 in Monterey!
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MONDAY, APRIL 14, 2014 

Esri Story Map Competition, 9:00 AM–4:30 PM
Room: Laguna Grande A

Story maps combine intelligent web maps with 
configurable web applications and templates 
that incorporate text, multimedia, and interactive 
functions. Story maps inform, educate, entertain, and inspire people about a 
wide variety of topics. See examples of what other organizations have created: 
http://storymaps.esri.com/partnerstories/

The day will begin with an overview of story maps and then demonstrate the 
various templates and options available to you. We will cover the basics about 
the use and design of story maps, and then set you loose to create your very own. 
Story maps and concepts will be judged and winners will receive prizes.  This is 
a competition with prizes, and the event was filled months ago. We are all really 
excited to see what is created!

Open Source Workshop
9:00 AM–4:00 PM

You have probably heard about open source geospatial tools.  Here is the chance 
to experience them under the direction of experts.  Bring your laptop and dive 
into some of the most powerful, widely used and innovative tools in this area.

9:00 AM–12:00 Noon
Room: Seaside 1 & 2

In the morning you will be introduced to PostGIS, 
Geoserver, Open Layers and QGIS by staff from 
Boundless (boundlessgeo.com) and to Open Street Map, 
TileMill, and Mapbox by staff from Mapbox (Mapbox.
com). 

1:00–4:00 PM

Then in the afternoon, the workshop will split into two groups where you will be 
able to pick your interest area and do a deeper dive. 

Marine GIS Workshop, 9:00 AM–4:00 PM
Room: Laguna Grande C

This workshop is hosted by the Monterey Bay Marine GIS User Group and will 
have presenters from the local area and across the state.  Think of this as a 
conference within the conference and a great chance to get together with some 
of the best and brightest in the Marine GIS world.

PROGRAM

Featured Speakers at CalGIS 2014:
CalGIS is very pleased to welcome our featured keynote speak-
ers who are participating in the conference on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, April 15-16.

Mike Migurski – Code for America: Michal spent nine 
years as a partner and technology director at celebrated San 
Francisco design studio Stamen where he architected the 
technical aspects of Stamen’s work, moving comfortably from 
active participation in Stamen’s design process, designing 
database schemas and API’s, to creating the dynamic applica-
tions that Stamen delivers to clients. At Code For America, he 
is responsible for engineering standards and technical sustain-
ability. Michal has been building for the web since 1995, spe-
cializing in data design and publishing for a diverse range of 
clients and numerous public, technical research projects and 
active open source codebases. Opening Keynote Address – 
Tuesday 8:00 – 9:30 AM 

Dylan Lorimer – Google:  Dylan is a product manager 
at Google where he oversees product development for En-
terprise Earth and Maps. Dylan sits at the confluence of the 
consumer cartographer and the enterprise mapping user. He 
is responsible for ensuring that Google’s enterprise versions of 
its popular mapping applications continue evolving to meet 
the particular business needs of the enterprise.  Earlier in his 
career at Google Dylan managed Google’s global aerial and 
satellite imagery acquisition strategy, helped lead Google’s 
efforts to partner with governments worldwide in order to 
publish their authoritative geospatial data to Google’s prod-
ucts and services, and was on the Earth Enterprise engineer-
ing team. Prior to joining Google, Dylan worked as a software 
developer and consultant. Keynote Address – Tuesday 10:00 
– 11:00 AM 

Eric Gundersen – MapBox: As CEO of MapBox, Eric coor-
dinates product and business development. Eric is passionate 
about open data and building open source data visualization 
tools focused on speed and design. Prior to MapBox, Eric co-
founded Development Seed. Eric is a recognized expert on 
open data and open source software and has been featured 
in publications including the New York Times, Nightline, NPR, 
and others. He is frequently invited to speak on topics includ-
ing open data, data visualization, and open source business 
models and has presented at conferences such as SXSW, Web 
2.0, Where 2.0, GOSCON, and NodeJam. Closing Keynote 
Session – Wednesday 2:30 – 4:00 PM 

Jack Dangermond – Esri:  Founder and President of Esri, 
Jack Dangermond almost needs no introduction.  He is an 
iconic figure in the GIS world and his efforts to increase the 
reach and use of GIS have influenced the industry in profound 
ways.    Mr. Dangermond was last with us at our 10th anni-
versary conference and we are excited to have him join us this 
year. Closing Keynote Session – Wednesday 2:30 – 4:00 PM

CalGIS Registration
Embassy Suites Monterey Bay, Seaside - Ballroom Foyer
Monday, April 14: 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM 
Tuesday, April 15: 7:30 AM – 5:00 PM 
Wednesday, April 16: 7:30 AM – 2:30 PM
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The Monterey Bay Marine GIS User Group supports GIS training, capacity building 
and increased awareness of marine spatial data sets among the broader GIS 
science community in Monterey Bay. Started in January 2012, the group aims 
to foster collaboration among academic, private, state and federal agencies 
and nongovernmental organizations in the Monterey Bay marine GIS science 
community.

Organizational Meetings 
Room: Laguna Grande B

California County GIS Users’ Meeting, 10:00 AM – 12:00 Noon
CGIA Board Meeting, 1:30 PM–3:15PM 
California State Government GIS User Group Meeting, 3:30–5:00PM

CalGIS Awards Dinner and Social Event, 6:00–10:00 PM

To celebrate the milestone 20th conference, CalGIS is hosting an awards dinner 
at the Cannery Row Brewing Company located at 95 Prescott Ave in Monterey. 
Participation is included for full registrants, as long as you checked the Monday 
Night Social Event box on your registration form for a ticket of entry.  

Event Sponsored by Mapbox: Mapbox makes it easy 
for anyone to design and publish custom maps. Want 
to know more? Have beers with us at the party we’re 
hosting at CalGIS on Monday night at Cannery Row Brewing Company, and look 
for one of our demos at the conference. Eric Gundersen from Mapbox will speak 
on #CustomEverything - making maps custom - custom maps meets custom 
geocoding meets custom routing - on April 16th at 2:30pm. He’ll share why the 
future of geo is small pieces loosely joined, and where Mapbox sees the larger 
mapping space going in the next two years. https://www.mapbox.com/blog/.

TUESDAY, APRIL 15, 2014

Everything takes place in the Laguna Grande Ballroom today. Half of the room 
will consist of the general session and the other half will feature our CalGIS 
exhibitors.

Conference Opening Session & Keynote Address 
8:00–9:30AM 

Jeff Orton, 2014 CalGIS Conference Chair, will welcome attendees to Monterey 
and the 20th Annual California GIS Conference. Hear about the highlights ahead.

We’ll also take a brief moment to remember one of the 
titans of this field, Roger Tomlinson, 1933-2014.

Keynote Address – Mike Migurski, Code for 
America
GIS: Leaders From Within

Mike Migurski, of Code for America, will deliver the 
opening keynote address discussing Code for America’s 
work with hundreds of local city, county, and state 
governments. They have found that GIS departments 
and data are the unsung heroes of civic hacking and 
open data. Location data is first out of the gate with government data releases, 
and beautiful maps and visualizations are the poster children of accessible public 
data. What are the technologies that got us here, and what future skills and 
methods will help support the central role that GIS data plays in the civic tech 
ecosystem? 

Michal spent nine years as a partner and technology director at celebrated San 
Francisco design studio Stamen where he architected the technical aspects 
of Stamen’s work, moving comfortably from active participation in Stamen’s 
design process, designing database schemas and API’s, to creating the dynamic 
applications that Stamen delivers to clients. At Code For America, he is 
responsible for engineering standards and technical sustainability. Michal has 
been building for the web since 1995, specializing in data design and publishing 
for a diverse range of clients and numerous public, technical research projects 
and active open source codebases.
  

PROGRAM
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Coffee Break in Exhibit Hall: 9:30–10:00AM
Exhibit Hall Hours: 9:30 AM–6:00 PM

Featured Speaker – Dylan Lorimer, Google  
10:00–11:00 AM 
The Changing Nature of Geo

Our second featured speaker this morning is Dylan Lorimer from Google. Dylan 
will share insights on the changing nature of GIS and the move to more non-GIS 
people mapping their organization’s data. 

Dylan is a product manager at Google where he oversees product development 
for Enterprise Earth and Maps. Dylan sits at the confluence of the consumer 
cartographer and the enterprise mapping user. He is responsible for ensuring 
that Google’s enterprise versions of its popular mapping applications continue 
evolving to meet the particular business needs of the enterprise.  Earlier in his 
career at Google Dylan managed Google’s global aerial and satellite imagery 
acquisition strategy, helped lead Google’s efforts to partner with governments 
worldwide in order to publish their authoritative geospatial data to Google’s 
products and services, and was on the Earth Enterprise engineering team. Prior to 
joining Google, Dylan worked as a software developer and consultant.

Panel Discussion – The Future of GIS/Geospatial in California: 
Technology, Collaboration, Innovation
11:00 AM–12:00 Noon

Just before a hosted lunch, a powerhouse panel discussion will focus on “The 
Future of GIS/Geospatial in California: Technology, Collaboration, Innovation”. 

Moderator: Christina Boggs
Panelists will include: 

• Scott Gregory – State of California GIO  

• Alex Barth – Mapbox  

• Dylan Lorimer – Google

• Jeff Johnson - Boundless

• Chris Thomas - Esri

• Mark Greninger – County of Los Angeles GIO

Hosted Conference Lunch 
12:00–1:00 PM

A change of scenery. The lunch will take place in the hotel atrium and party deck. 
Enjoy great conversation with your fellow attendees and then take some time to 
check out the products and services being offered by CalGIS exhibitors!

Break in Exhibit Hall

1:00–1:30PM

Townhall – Geospatial Education, Career Development and 
Mentoring Exhibitor Moments and Student Awards
1:30–3:00 PM

The afternoon line-up will begin with a town hall meeting on “Geospatial 
Education, Career Development and Mentoring, where the conference will discuss 
some critical issues facing the development of the human element critical to GIS 

success with a goal of generating actionable tasks that can be used to support 
human resources across the state.

Moderator: Steve Steinberg

Break in Exhibit Hall
3:00–3:30 PM

Past and Future of CalGIS  
3:30–4:00 PM

Come along for a brief look-back at the 20 year history of CalGIS conferences. Let’s 
celebrate this milestone accomplishment together!

Moderator: Jeff Orton

Lightning Talks 
4:00–5:00 PM

Short, sweet and to the point… Lightning Talks combine education and 
entertainment!
Some of the presentations will include:

• Geocortex Web-based GIS 
Marshall Ballard, GISP, Transportation Planner, VTA, San Jose, CA

• A GIS Collaborative for California 
Karen Beardsley, PhD, GISP, Managing Director, Information Center for the 
Environment, UC Davis, Davis, CA

• Supreme Court Decision on Orange County Case  
Bruce Joffe, GISP, GIS Consultants, Piedmont, CA

• A GIS Tool to Estimate E. Coli Concentratins from On-Site Sewage Facilities 
(OSSFs) in Surface Water  
Afreen Virani, Master Student(M.S), Texas A&M University, Biological & 
Agricultural Engineering, College Station, TX

• Is LiDAR Data Overwhelming GIS Software Vendors 
Patrick Cunningham, GISP, President, Blue Marble Geographics, Hallowell, ME

• Mapping the Bikeways of Santa Clara, an Online and Mobile Bikeways 
Mapping Application 
David Jacobus, GISP, RBF/Baker International, Irvine, CA

• Spatial Analysis and Research Center (SpARC) 
Erin Mutch, UC Merced, Solstice Geospatial, LLC., Merced, CA

• Geospatial Data Analyst? What’s Your Next Role? 
Pascal Akl, Michael Baker Jr Inc, Clayton, CA

Exhibit Hall Networking Reception 
sponsored by Valtus
5:00–6:00 PM

Casual discussion and light appetizers/snacks 
will give you some quality time with CalGIS sponsors. Find out what’s new in GIS 
technology and services!

PROGRAM
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Poster Session

Be sure to spend time during the conference refreshment breaks and the 
Networking Reception, reviewing the poster submissions. 

• Time-Series Analysis of Land Cover Change in El Salvador from 1975-2013 
John Urness, M.S,. Graduate Student, and Aimee Teaby, M.S,. Graduate 
Student, CSU Monterey Bay, Seaside, CA

• Mapping Pre-War Nanjing - Using Story Maps to Help Share and Build 
Collections 
Andy Rutkowski, MLIS, Interdisciplinary GIS Library Fellow, University of 
Southern California, Los Angeles, CA

• A New Tool for Exploring Uncertainty in Projections 
Chris Muhl, Student, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA

• Habitat Suitability Modeling of Non-native Invasive Plants in Sequoia and 
Kings Canyon National Parks 
Erin Degenstein, Student, Humboldt State University, Eureka, CA

• Food Security in San Francisco 
L Vau, San Francisco, CA

• 9-1-1 Response Times and Socioeconomic Status in the City of Los Angeles 
Randy Wolter, Graduate Research Assistant, California State University – 
Northridge, Northridge, CA

• Community Cartography for Rural California 
Marlyn Montgomery, Connor Morison, and Erin Degenstein, Humboldt State 
University, Eureka, CA

• Hydraulic Modeling of Sacramento River System 
Raj Subedi – P.E., CFM, Water Resources, Wood Rodgers, Inc, Sacramento, CA

• Flood Protection Features from Cache Creek in the City of Woodland 
Raj Subedi – P.E., CFM, Water Resources, Wood Rodgers, Inc, Sacramento, CA

• The Pedestrian Evacuation Analyst for Tsunami Hazards 
Jeanne Jones, Western Geographic Science Center, U.S. Geological Survey, 
Menlo Park, CA

• A GIS Tool to Estimate E. Coli Concentratins from On-Site Sewage Facilities 
(OSSFs) in Surface Water  
Afreen Virani, Master Student(M.S), Texas A&M University, Biological & 
Agricultural Engineering, College Station, TX

• The Built Environment and Public Health: Using Visualization Techniques 
and analyses  to Better Inform Decision Maker and Impacted Communities 
Javier Aguilar MUP, GISP, Southern California Association of Governments, Los 
Angeles, CA

• GIS for 
Interdisciplinary 
Spatial Research 
Methods 
Dr. Sheila Lakshmi 
Steinberg, Professor, 
Social Sciences, 
Brandman University, 
Irvine, CA

• Mapping the Bikeways of Santa Clara, an Online and Mobile Bikeways 
Mapping Application 
David Jacobus, GISP, RBF/Baker International, Irvine, CA

Beach Party Networking Activity 
7:00–10:00PM 
   
Sponsors of the Tuesday evening event, NV5 and 
Interwest, invite you to the Monterey Beach Party 
Company, located at 285 Figueroa St. in Monterey 
near the wharf.   

From 7:00–10:00, join the sponsors and fellow attendees to 
enjoy an evening on the beach with a bonfire and classic S’mores. Beverages will 
be available for purchase.  So, whether you are on your way to explore Monterey 
or just want to hang out by the fire for a casual evening, we hope you’ll join us for 
fun on the beach.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16, 2014

CalGIS Bike Tour
6:45–7:45 AM

RBF/Baker International is sponsoring another 
early morning bike ride for conference attendees 
along the beautiful Monterey Bay beach bike path.  
Signups will be at the RBF booth in the exhibit hall.  
You can also bring your own bicycle if you prefer.  
We will meet at 6:30 am for bike assignments and 
head out on our excursion at 6:45 returning to the 
hotel by 7:30.  The signups are on a first come basis and we have 25 bicycles.  Our 
tour guide is Rex Boyes, GIS Manager from the City of Watsonville.

PROGRAM
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Breakout Sessions • 8:00 –10:00 AM

No need to pre-register for breakout sessions; you may go to whichever session 
you wish to attend based on your interests. Feel free to move between sessions to 
take advantage of more than one topic.

When You Need Dimes To Do the Work of Dollars
Room: Laguna Grande A

Struggling with not enough resources is a common problem. These talks focus on 
innovative applications of GIS. This session is for you if you’re looking for low-cost, 
fast, efficient, sustainable recommendations to implement.
 
Moderator: Jane A. Schafer-Kramer

• Redefining Geospatial Data Versioning: The GeoGit Approach 
Jeff Johnson, CTO, Boundless, New York, NY

• GIS, Web Mapping, UPlan Modeling and a Sustainable Communities 
Strategy 
April Kaiser, GISP, GIS Analyst, RBF/Baker International, Irvine, CA 
Gina Schmidt, GIS Coordinator, Association of Monterey Bay Area 
Governments, Marina, CA

• Fast and Beautiful Maps for Web and Mobile with Mapbox 
Alex Barth, Open Data Expert, Mapbox

• Low-Cost GIS for Today GIS Professionals 
Patrick Cunningham, GISP, President, Blue Marble Geographics, Hallowell, ME

• Choosing for Efficiency 
Bond Harper, GISP, Analyst, Arup, Los Angeles, CA

Doing GIS Without Getting All Wet 
Room: Laguna Grande B

Salty or fresh, navigable or non-navigable, mountains or valleys, crowd-sourced 
or methodically executed by scientists, this session focuses on all things water. 
Learn about the planning and implementation of widespread water data sharing.

Moderator: Kirt Emery

• Adapting to Rising Tides (ART) in the San Francisco Bay 
Javier delCastillo, GIS Specialist, San Francisco Bay Conservation & 
Development Commission, San Francisco, CA

• California Coastal Geoportal: Sharing High Priority Coastal and Marine GIS 
Data 
Chris Besenty, Staff Information Systems Analyst, California Ocean Protection 
Council, Sacramento, CA

• The National Hydrography Dataset for California 
Drew Decker, Geospatial Liaison, US Geological Survey, San Diego, CA

• NOAA Digital Coast and the California Coast 
Tim Doherty, Coastal Specialist, NOAA, Oakland, CA

When People Move In
Room: Laguna Grande C

Humans leave footprints. This session shows different views of how human 
impacts and the impact on humans can be measured, from vegetation mapping 
to managing species, even an archeological impact evaluation! Rounding out the 
session, we’ll see how swift emergency response mapping helped prove quick, 
coordinated response.

Moderator: Ann Johnson

• Fine-scale Vegetation Mapping of the Central Valley of California 
Jason Schwenkler, Director, CSU, Chico Geographical Information Center, Chico, 
CA

• Spiny Lobster Use of the Intertidal Zone at the Santa Catalina Island MPA 
Sean Windell, MS, Graduate Student, California State University Monterey Bay, 
Marina, CA

• Web-GIS Eases Redevelopment of Candlestick Park in San Francisco 
Steve Bein, P.E.  GISP, Vice President GIS, RBF/Baker International, Irvine, CA

• GIS Illuminates Site Formation Processes: Archaeology of the Fortín de la 
Perla 
Kris Reinicke, Archaeologist/ GIS Certification Student, Palomar College, 
Oceanside, CA

• Mapping Sandy for Swift Emergency Response Efforts 
Sam Moffat, Project Director, Woolpert, Knoxville, TN

Gold Sponsor Session
Room: Seaside Ballroom

A longtime sponsor of CalGIS, Esri brings us a look at their newest tools and 
innovative technologies.  Don’t miss a chance to see what they have for us this 
year. 

This session will highlight the new 
features of the Esri ArcGIS Platform, 
ranging from desktop, Web, and cloud to mobile solutions, including tips and 
tricks for making your daily work more efficient and productive. It will also 
showcase new tools for sharing data and information products inside of your 
organization as well as to the general public.

Break in Exhibit Hall  
10:00–10:30 AM

Exhibit Hall Hours  
10:00 AM–2:30 PM 

Breakout Sessions • 10:30 AM–12:00 Noon

Working Together Better
Room: Laguna Grande A

This session highlights the incoming workforce and the skills they need, as well 
as what it takes to grow and coordinate professional growth.
 

PROGRAM
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Moderator: Russell Mercer

• Student Success: Creating Opportunities Through Statewide Collaborations 
Patricia Pendleton, Project Manager, Center for Geographical Studies, CSU 
Northridge, Northridge, CA 
Jason Schwenkler, Director, CSU, Chico Geographical Information Center, 
Chico, CA

• Database Design - The good, The bad, The Ugly 
Linda Wright, GISP, GIS Analyst II, County of El Dorado, Placerville, CA

• Updating the Geospatial Technology Competency Model – We Need Your 
Help! 
Ann Johnson, Associate Director, GeoTech Center

• The CALM Before the Storm: Creating a SharePoint GIS at LAX 
Donald Chinery, GIS Project Manager, Los Angeles World Airports, Los 
Angeles, CA

 
Data, Data, Data!
Room: Laguna Grande B

Nationwide, regional, statewide… this session talks about bringing data 
together and a little bit of mashing it up. Two presentations in this session focus 
on nationwide mapping efforts and how you can access the nationwide data. The 
other two show, on a slightly smaller scale, what you can do with disparate or 
non-contiguous data and passion.
 
Moderator: Lisa Lubeley

• Past, Present and Future of FEMA’s Digital Flood Hazard Data 
Mike Skowronek, GISP, CFM, AICP, Senior Project Manager, Michael Baker Jr., 
Inc., Oakland, CA

• Fuzzy GIS-based, multi-criteria Evaluation for the Placement of Bioenergy 
Crops 
Sarah Lewis, PhD, Principal, EnvisionGeo LLC, Oakville, CA

• USGS National Geospatial Program: Updates on 3DEP, VGI, and other 
Initiatives 
Carol Ostergren, BS, MS Geology, Geographer, US Geological Survey, 
Sacramento, CA 
Drew Decker, Geographer, US Geological Survey, San Diego, CA

• GIS Tools Used to Build the Biggest Statewide Parks Inventory in the U.S. 
Larry Orman, Executive Director, GreenInfo Network, San Francisco, CA

When Models Work Well
Room: Laguna Grande C

If you’re into modeling, this session is calling you. Four presentations about 
modeling! Maybe you love setting up all of your inputs, piecing together the 
middle bits and coming back to your dreams in a file? Maybe you want to see 
how some others have done data magic? Maybe you would like to go from 
amateur to professional modeler and you need some tips? This session is for you.

Moderator: Amy Storey

• H&H Modeling Using GIS to Solve Fluid Problems 
Kyle Morgan, GIS Developer, and Sheng Tan, GISP, GIS Manager, Wood 
Rodgers, Inc, Sacramento, CA

• LiDAR Application -Automated Breakline Delineation from LiDAR Data 
Chieko Plotts, GIS Analyst, HDR Engineering, Folsom, CA

• Developing a Water Quality Index for Southern California Reef Habitats 
Steven Steinberg, Ph.D., GISP, Southern California Coastal Water Research 
Project (SCCWRP), Costa Mesa, CA

• Predictive GIS Modeling of Wave Force and its Distribution Across a Rocky 
Shore 
Daniel Orr, Graduate Researcher, California State University Monterey Bay, 
Seaside, CA

Let’s Talk Tools
Room: Seaside

“If all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail,” is attributed to Abraham 
Maslow. If you’re looking to expand your toolbox, this session is for you. This 
session will introduce different tools to help you feel more comfortable using a 
wrench.

Moderator: Christine Crown

• Changing in the Open: How Governments Can Choose the Software that 
Best Fits The 
Alyssa Wright, VP Civic Programs, Boundless, New York, NY

• From Field Data to Analysis and Action with Hosted Technology 
Prashant Singh, CTO, LocalData, San Francisco, CA

• PostGIS: An Open Source GIS Data Platform for Anyone 
Nathaniel Roth, Programmer, Information Center for the Enviornment, DESP,  
UC Davis, Davis, CA

Using and Supporting the California Geodetic Control Network
Room: Hospitality Suite

GIS database themes are supposed to be linked to geodetic control so that 
all layers align.  How does the geodetic control network work?  How do GPS 
measurements register with California’s geodetic control network?
 
Moderator: Christina Boggs

• Using and Supporting the California Geodetic Control Network 
Bruce Joffe, GISP, Principal, GIS Consultants, Piedmont, CA 
Ryan Hunsicker, PLS, GISP, Supervising Land Surveyor, San Bernardino County 
Surveyor’s Office

12:00–1:00 PM

Lunch on your own. Grab a quick bite and then spend some more time getting 
answers in the Exhibit Hall. 

PROGRAM
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Breakout Sessions • 1:00–2:00 PM

Which Tool Should I Use? Sharing Data Internally and Externally
Room: Laguna Grande A

Three viewers and an extension, this session highlights three local 
implementations of interesting tools that might be applicable to your 
organization to satisfy your data sharing needs.
 
Moderator: Sheila Steinberg

• Flex Viewer and Story Maps - Why We Use Both 
Linda Wright, GISP, GIS Analyst II, County of El Dorado, Placerville, CA

• Layer Loader Tool for ArcMap: An Effective Tool to Search and Load Spatial 
Datasets 
Christine Lam, Application Developer, Los Angeles County 
Internal Services Department, Downey, CA

• Customizing FOSS4G to Meet the Needs of the Enterprise: 
A QGIS Case Study 
Krischelle Love, GIS Specialist, San Jose Water Company, 
San Jose, CA

Helping People Help Themselves
Room: Laguna Grande B

This session highlights instances of helping people help 
themselves. If you’re looking for a system to encourage your 
data users to help themselves to data, this is the session for 
you!
 
Moderator: Ruthanne Harbison

• Pushing the Limits of ESRI Geoportal To Support the West 
Coast Data Network 
Todd Hallenbeck, West Coast Ocean Data Portal Program 
Coordinator, West Coast Governors Alliance, Alameda, CA

• The Current Status of the Census Bureau’s Geographic 
Support System Initiative 
Timothy McMonagle, Geographer, U.S. Census Bureau, Van 
Nuys, CA

• The California Digital Land Record Inventory: Current 
Status 
Nathaniel Roth, Programmer, and Karen Beardsley, 
Ph.D., Managing Director, Information Center for the 
Environment, DESP, UC Davis, Davis, CA

New Tricks and Tools
Room: Laguna Grande C

This session focuses on some out-of-the ordinary tools 
and tricks. Using statistical software for heavy lifting, a 
heavyweight document manager and a distortion visualization 
tool that packs a punch – you will not want this session to end! 

Moderator: Steve Steinberg

• Using R for Climate Raster Data Extraction 
Michele Tobias, PhD, Geospatial Scientist, Geospatial Consulting & Information 
Center for the Environment, UC Davis, Davis, CA

• A Self-Contained Spatially Enabled Document Manager 
Keith Russell, BS Engineering & Info Systems Tech, Principal Database & GIS 
Developer, USA Imaging Inc, Poway, CA

• A New Tool for Simultaneous Visualization of Distortion in Projections 
Jim Graham, Dr., Assistant Professor, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA

PROGRAM
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Featured Speaker - Eric Gundersen 
Open for Business
Open source radically changed the way software is 
built and procured, and now open source is ramping up 
the pace of innovation in the geo-space. Private sector 
companies are amazing partners to open source projects, 
and company resources are key to growing open data 
communities. Eric will tell stories about how Mapbox develops software in the 
open on Github and works with open data communications like OpenStreetMap - 
and how this approach to “open” is going to change the geo space. 
 
As CEO of MapBox, Eric coordinates product and business development. Eric is 
passionate about open data and building open source data visualization tools 
focused on speed and design. Prior to MapBox, Eric co-founded Development 
Seed. Eric is a recognized expert on open data and open source software and 
has been featured in publications including the New York Times, Nightline, NPR, 
and others. He has presented at conferences such as SXSW, Web 2.0, Where 2.0, 
GOSCON, and NodeJam.

We’ll close the 20th Annual California GIS Conference with a major supporter of 
GIS advancement in our state and the world.  

Working Smarter, Not Harder
Room: Seaside Ballroom

This session shows how we can work smarter, not harder. Automating processes, 
integrating 3D GIS and integrating GIS in construction are three topics covered in 
this session about working smarter!
 
Moderator: Matt Goolsby

• Smart 3D Cities: Top 5 3D Use Cases for Local Governments Around the World 
Brooks Patrick, Solutions Engineer 3D Markets, Esri, Redlands, CA

• Using Google Earth in Construction Projects 
Drew Haney, Senior GIS Specialist, Burns and McDonnell Engineering, Inc, San 
Diego, CA 

• Coastal Erosion Monitoring using GIS and High Definition Surveying (HDS)  
Joel Paulson, NV5, San Diego, CA

2:00–2:30 PM
Break & Raffle Drawings in Exhibit Hall

Last call to meet with the exhibitors! They close up shop at 2:30 today. 

Closing Keynotes
2:30–4:00 PM
Room: Laguna Grande Ballroom ABC

We have two amazing speakers lined up to close our conference this year.  

PROGRAM

Founder and President of Esri, Jack Dangermond almost needs no introduction.  
He is an iconic figure in the GIS world and his efforts to increase the reach and 
use of GIS have influenced the industry in profound ways. Mr. Dangermond 
was last with us at our 10th anniversary conference and we are excited to have 
him join us this year.

Jack Dangermond is recognized as a pioneer in spatial analysis methods and 
one of the founding fathers of GIS technology. He is also considered to be one 
of the most influential people in GIS.

In developing GIS technology and its applications, Mr. Dangermond 
combined an early interest in computers with studies in environmental 
science at California Polytechnic College, urban planning at the University of 
Minnesota and landscape architecture at Harvard University. In 1969, he and 
his wife founded Esri in his hometown of Redlands, California and ever since 
has been an outspoken proponent of GIS as one of man’s most promising 
decision-making tools for urban, regional, environmental, and global 
problems.

Esri has the largest GIS software install base in the world with more than 
one million users in more than 130,000 organizations representing business, 

government, Non-Government Organizations (NGOs), 
and academia. Mr. Dangermond fostered the growth 
of Esri from a small research group to an organization 
of 2,700 employees, known internationally for GIS 
software development, training and services. 

But beyond his commercial success, Mr. 
Dangermond has been a leader and visionary in a way that has promoted 
the technology beyond that of his own company. For more than 30 years, 
Mr. Dangermond has delivered keynote addresses at numerous international 
conferences, published hundreds of papers on GIS and in such diverse fields 
as computer science, photogrammetry, planning, environmental science and 
cartography, and given thousands of presentations on GIS around the world. 
He is the recipient of a number of awards, honorary degrees and medals. He 
was inducted into the URISA GIS Hall of Fame in 2005.

As important as all that, his passion for GIS and for its application to 
solving problems, particularly for the causes of the environment and the less 
empowered in society, and his generosity concerning those issues, is well 
known throughout the industry.

Closing Keynote –Jack Dangermond will speak to us about “GIS Technology Trends.”
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SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSOR

Esri   Booth# 101/103

www.esri.com

Since 1969, Esri has given customers around the world the power to think, 
plan and act geographically. The market leader in GIS, Esri software is used in 
successful organizations worldwide including the largest cities and counties 
in the US, most national governments, and in our colleges and universities. 
Esri applications run on desktops, mobile, web and enterprise servers, 
providing the backbone for data management, planning and analysis, 
operational awareness, mobile enablement and public outreach.  http://
www.esri.com/. 

SILVER SPONSORS

CAD Masters  Booth# 200 

www.cadmasters.com

CAD Masters specializes in the AEC and GIS marketplaces with a diverse staff 
of registered civil engineers, CAD and IT experts. We provide professional 
training and support to help customers maximize ROI, increase productivity 
and realize the full power of design technology. Our team of skilled 
professionals can develop and customize graphical interfaces to access and 
manipulate data. We build, install, configure, and support complete server/
client networks including all peripheral equipment.

Boundless Booth# 209

www.boundlessgeo.com

Boundless provides geospatial tools and services for managing data and 
building applications. OpenGeo Suite. our flagship product, powers maps 
and apps across the enterprise. Boundless is the most trusted provider 
of enterprise-grade, open source geospatial software. From database 
to server to client, we reduce the costs to deploy open source software.  
Companies turn to Boundless when they want to free themselves  of the rigid 
architectures and restrictive pricing models of  proprietary, closed source 
geospatial software.

DigitalGlobe Booth #309

www.digitalglobe.com

DigitalGlobe is a leading provider of high-resolution earth imagery 
products and services. Sourced from our advanced satellite constellation, 
our imagery solutions support multiple uses within defense & intelligence, 
civil agencies, mapping & analysis, environmental monitoring, oil & gas 
exploration, infrastructure management, and navigation technology. Our 
comprehensive ImageLibrary (containing 4 billion+ km² of earth imagery 
& imagery products) offers a range of on- and offline products and services 
that integrate easily into customer workflows. Visit www.digitalglobe.com for 
more information.

DUDEK Booth# 109

www.dudek.com

Dudek’ GIS professionals provide an array of services, from GPS data capture 
and high-end analysis and modeling, to complex application development 
with enterprise data integration.  Dudek’s Kerata platform integrates easy-
to-use mobile data collection and real-time upload of geospatial information 
so field and office staff can share the most current field data – Collect, Sync, 
View & Report.  Headquartered in Encinitas, Dudek’s 300 employees work in 
seven offices throughout California. We can be contacted at www.dudek.com 
or info@dudek.com.

BRONZE SPONSORS

Blue Marble Geographics Booth# 201

www.bluemarblegeo.com 

Trusted by thousands, Blue Marble Geographics is a leading developer of 
geospatial data conversion and GIS software. Today’s GIS professionals 
turn to them for Global Mapper, a low-cost, easy-to-use GIS software tool. 
Blue Marble is the developer of Geographic Calculator, GeoCalc SDK, Global 
Mapper, LiDAR Module and Global Mapper SDK.

The CalGIS Conference would not be possible without the support of our sponsors. 

Be sure to spend time learning more about their solutions in the exhibit hall.
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Latitude Geographics Group Ltd. Booth# 105

www.geocortex.com

Latitude Geographics helps organizations succeed with web-based geography 
by enabling them to make better decisions about the world around them. 
Geocortex software by Latitude Geographics transforms how organizations 
design, develop and maintain Esri ArcGIS Server and ArcGIS Online web 
mapping applications. They do more; faster, at less cost and risk, and with 
better results. ArcGIS by Esri is the world’s leading GIS platform and Latitude 
has been an Esri Platinum Partner since 2010.

Pictometry Booth# 107

www.pictometry.com 

Pictometry is the world leader in oblique aerial imagery solutions. Buildings 
and properties can be seen from multiple views with full measurement 
and overlay capabilities. Our ChangeFindr™ product provides a comparison 
of properties over time and identifies new construction, demolitions, and 
additions. Our new SketchCheck™ service geo-references your digital sketches 
and compares them to current imagery to identify discrepancies.

Quantum Spatial Booth# 204

www.quantumspatial.com

Quantum Spatial is a leading professional services firm specializing in spatial 
data generation, integration, enablement and analytics, serving the needs 
of clients worldwide. Quantum Spatial’s goal is to improve your operations 
and decision making in areas such as Natural Resources, Government, 
Infrastructure, Energy, and Public Safety by utilizing the power of geospatial 
data and insight through our unique cloud-based delivery infrastructure. 
In an age when we are immersed in near infinite spatial data, the new 
challenge is not just capturing and processing geospatial data but finding 
what it means to you and your business. Our next generation solutions 
unleash the power of spatial insight and will help you make better decisions 
and increase your spatial IQ. 

RBF Consulting/Baker International Booth# 208

www.rbf.com 

RBF Consulting, a Company of Michael Baker International: Founded in 1944, 
RBF provides planning, civil and environmental engineering and construction 
management services for complex challenges in infrastructure and urban 
development. Given RBF’s strength in civil engineering, planning, urban 
development, environmental sciences, water resources, surface water and 
transportation on the West Coast of the United States, RBF was acquired by 
Baker in 2011 to further strengthen the firm’s capabilities and presence across 
the nation.

California Surveying and Drafting Supply Booth# 308

California Surveying & Drafting Supply, Inc. (CSDS) is a leader in surveying, 
mapping and wide-format printing and imaging solutions. An authorized 
distributor for Trimble, ESRI and HP, CSDS offers a complete range of products, 
service, training and support throughout California.

Cityworks-Azteca Systems Booth# 205

www.cityworks.com 

Since 1986, Cityworks® has been providing innovative GIS-centric 
management software to public agencies that own and care for infrastructure 
and property. Built exclusively on Esri’s ArcGIS technology, Cityworks is 
a powerful, scalable, and affordable platform for asset management, 
permitting, licensing and more. Time-tested and proven technology, 
Cityworks is Empowering GIS® at more than 500 user sites around the world.

Cogent3D, Inc.  Booth #304

www.cogent3d.com 

iCropTrak – Collaborative Mobile Farm Management App using professional 
GIS tools, multiple layer maps, spatial cloud database, work tracking, and 
customer customizable data forms.  Discover, Document, Track and Correct for 
all Crop types.

iGeoTrak – Collaborative Mobile Field Data Management App and cloud - 
integrating professional GIS tools, multiple layer maps, user customizable 
data forms, work orders, inventory, time tracking, and much more.

CycloMedia Technology, Inc Booth# 206

www.cyclomedia.com 

CycloMedia is the market leader in systematic imaging of large-scale 
environments from cities to complete countries. Our smart imagery solution 
creates Cycloramas – 360° panoramic photos with high accuracy, providing 
current and clear views of street level environments.  Our recording system 
is like no other. It uses patented technology to determine the exact position 
and orientation of every picture. Our solution revolutionizes the way asset 
and property assessment is managed and reported. It reduces field visits 
and provides accurate feature measurements with easy spot-checking. It 
simplifies maintenance and saves valuable resources while simplifying the 
decision-making process, improving operations and increasing efficiency.

David Evans & Associates, Inc Booth# 300

WWW.deainc.com

Since 1976, David Evans and Associates, Inc. (DEA) has become a recognized leader 
in the design and management of complex land development, transportation, 
energy and water projects nationwide.  DEA’s multi-disciplinary team of surveyors, 
engineers, planners, architects, and landscape architects partner with clients to 
provide solutions which uniquely meet the needs of each project. 

SPONSORS
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USA Imaging, Inc Booth# 203

www.usa-imaging.com

USA IMAGING, Inc. is an IT services and software development company 
providing an advanced Enterprise Document Management Systems we call, “ 
The Enterprise Data Window Map Edition” (EDW-Map).  Out of the box EDW-
Map brings together Geo-Spacial data and document management into a 
solid framework providing the opportunity to unify an agency’s legacy data 
under the same roof without disruption to those current legacy or specialized 
GIS systems.  Designed specifically for government agencies EDW-Map offers 
a cost effective, sustainable, scalable and environment to index, share and 
retrieve all data by everyone in every department. EDW-Map does not require 
or need any third party applications for GIS or document management 
functionality. Our sustainable solution is proven to increase productivity and 
reduce operational expense by as much as 60% and eliminates the need for 
expensive third party GIS or document management licensing.

Valtus Imagery Services Booth# 301

www.valtus.com 

For over a decade, Valtus has maintained a strict focus on providing industry-
leading Content as a Service solution for the GIS Professional. Our software 
agnostic services provide users with the flexibility to gain access through 
multiple open protocols, not limiting their data subscription use to a single 
application or platform.

NONPROFIT SPONSORS

California State University, Long Beach Booth #207

www.csulb.edu

The Master of Science in Geographic Information Science degree is a one-year, 
30-unit program at CSU Long Beach. MSGISci is designed to provide students 
with core geospatial analytic and technical competencies, and exposes 
students to the business and interpersonal skills that will make its graduates 
competitive in the workplace.

University of California Riverside Booth# 202

www.extension.ucr.edu/gis

UC Riverside Extension is the continuing education branch of the University. 
The award-winning Certificate in GIS provides practical hands-on learning 
from top-notch GIS experts. Take courses throughout the year or earn the 
Certificate in six weeks during the intensive GIS Summer Academy. For more 
details, visit www.extension.ucr.edu/gis.

SPONSORS
MONDAY NIGHT EVENT SPONSOR

Mapbox

www.mapbox.com 

Design fast & beautiful maps. Every story is different. That’s why MapBox is 
built to power thousands of custom maps, each with a unique perspective 
on the world. We make it easy to find bars on Foursquare, search for hotels 
on Hipmunk, and organize notes in Evernote. Make maps that tell stories, 
integrate with apps, and represent your brand. Hundreds of millions of users 
look at our maps across some of the largest sites in the world. Our service 
scales with traffic worldwide and our tools are open source because we know 
crafting the best experience requires tuning what’s under the hood. Over the 
last 3 years our team of dedicated cartographers, data analysts, and software 
engineers has built our entire stack using open source software and open 
data. We are fully bootstrapped, based in Washington, DC and San Francisco, 
and we’re just getting started. 

TUESDAY BONFIRE SPONSORS

Interwest Consulting Group

www.interwestgrp.com 

Interwest Consulting Group’s GIS Team has a broad range of skills to support 
your GIS goals from professional staffing to project based consulting services 
for short and long term needs within all levels of public agencies and special 
districts.  We offer a full range of GIS services including spatial analysis, 
strategic plans, project management, policy and procedure documentation, 
data analysis, training, custom GIS Viewers, ArcGIS Online implementations, 
Geocortex implementations, software upgrades, and data integration.

NV5

www.nv5.com 

NV5 offers value solutions for public and private infrastructure, real estate 
and the environment.  Clients include federal, state, municipal and local 
governments as well as private property owners and quasi-public agencies for 
the fields of education, healthcare and energy and utilities. Projects consist 
of the planning, design, permitting, inspection and field supervision, and 
management oversight of transportation systems, water/wastewater systems, 
sports facilities, military base renovations, utilities expansion, renewable energy, 
and education and healthcare facilities.  Outsourcing, forensic engineering, 
litigation support, condition assessment and compliance certification are other 
services provided for projects of the same type.
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GET INVOLVED!

Get involved with your local California 
URISA Chapter and the CGIA!

Connect, share ideas and make  
things happen!

Geospatial Services

For more information:  Contact Lisa Lubeley at 760.479.4273 or llubeley@dudek.com

Our GIS professionals provide an array of services, from GPS data capture and 
high-end analysis and modeling, to complex application development with 
legacy database integration to assist public agency and private clients in 
achieving their goals.

By

SERVICES PROVIDED:
• Data Management &  

Cartographic Services
• Data Analysis & Modeling
• Remote-Sensing/LIDAR
• Emergency Preparedness and 

Homeland Security Support
• Utilities and Asset  

Management Services
• As-Needed and  

Extension of Staff  
services

Dudek’s Kerata platform integrates easy-to-use 
mobile data collection and real-time upload of 

geospatial information so field and office staff can 
share the most current field data. 

Kerata puts geospatial information in the hands of 
field personnel – even those not trained in GIS – to 

improve real-time decision-making and to extend the 
value of your GIS system.

COLLECT  |  SYNC  |  VIEW & REPORT




